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Angler satisfaction is a key consideration in the management of recreational fisheries. Anglers typically prefer
high catch rates and large fish, but the importance of these catch outcomes for satisfaction may differ across
angler types, target species, and other contextual conditions. We examined the relationships between catch
outcomes and satisfaction using trip-level (n = 19,558) catch and harvest information from two fisheries with
contrasting governance and cultural contexts within the same nation, a small club context of north-western
Germany (Lower Saxony) and a regional context with largely open access in north-eastern Germany (Mecklen
burg-Western Pomerania). Both fisheries are from the same eco-region and offer multi-species fisheries of a
similar species mix (predominantly freshwater). Catch rate and size of fish were found to positively affect catch
satisfaction in both social-ecological contexts. The catch rate-satisfaction relationship showed diminishing
marginal returns (i.e., more catch is better, but the marginal benefits diminish as catch increases), and the
maximum fish size-satisfaction relationship was positively exponential (i.e., larger maximum fish sizes make
anglers increasingly more satisfied). Social-ecological context, trip context (e.g., season and previous catch
outcomes) and angler specialization were all significant moderators of the importance of catch outcomes towards
satisfaction with catch. Importantly, after controlling for catch outcomes and other contextual factors, anglers in
the small-scale club context from north-western Germany (Lower Saxony) were, on average, more satisfied with
their catch than anglers in a large-scale regional context from north-eastern Germany (Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania). These findings suggest that managers cannot expect anglers to be similarly satisfied at identical
catch outcomes in different social-ecological contexts, even within the same nation. Managers may well be
advised to manage for specific qualities of catch (e.g., regularity of catch and larger maximum size of fish) rather
than attempting to manage for high catch rates alone as the latter might not contribute to more satisfied anglers
after catch rate thresholds have been passed.
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1. Introduction
Satisfaction is a measure of the benefit that anglers receive from their
fishing experience (Arlinghaus, 2006; Holland and Ditton, 1992;
Pollock, 1994; Royce, 1983). Low satisfaction can result in conflicts

(Arlinghaus, 2005), can lead to anglers leaving a fishery (Cox et al.,
2003) or to anglers supporting non-sustainable fisheries-management
actions (Arlinghaus and Mehner, 2005). Thus, effective fisheries man
agement requires attention to the factors contributing to the satisfaction
of anglers (Arlinghaus, 2006; Birdsong et al., 2021; Royce, 1983).
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A satisfactory angling trip depends on fulfilling physical (e.g.,
catching fish), cognitive (e.g., learning), and psychological outcomes (e.
g., relaxation) (Holland and Ditton, 1992). Satisfaction, as conceptual
ized in expectancy theory, is theorized as the difference between what
an angler expected versus what was realized for particular expected
outcomes (e.g., what is the difference between expected and realized
catch rates) (Burns et al., 2003; Holland and Ditton, 1992; Schreyer and
Roggenbuck, 1978). As anglers have less control over what they catch
than the non-catch components of their fishing experience (e.g., with
whom they fish), satisfaction with catch-related aspects of the fishing
experience has often been found to be substantially lower than satis
faction with non-catch aspects (Arlinghaus, 2006; Hutt and Neal, 2010;
Vaske and Roemer, 2013). As a result, catch-related aspects (e.g., size of
fish in the catch and catch or harvest rate) tend to constrain trip, holiday
or annual fishing satisfaction more than non-catch aspects of fishing
(Arlinghaus, 2006; Birdsong et al., 2021). Through their relationship to
satisfaction, realized catch rates constitute a key component of angler
behaviour (e.g., site choice, Hunt et al., 2019), and in turn, managing
catch rates has emerged as a critical consideration of
recreational-fisheries management, often based on the assumption that
high catch rates scale positively and often linearly to angler satisfaction
(Camp et al., 2015; Cox et al., 2003). Yet, if the association of satisfac
tion with catch rate is non-linear (e.g., diminishing marginal utility of
catch), showing for example, saturation patterns at high catch rates (e.
g., Arlinghaus et al., 2014; Beardmore et al., 2015; Patterson and Sul
livan, 2013), at some point, improving catch rates will be of limited
benefit for increasing satisfaction. It is an empirical question whether
the functional relationship between catch rate and angler satisfaction is
linear or non-linear, similar to the literature on utility gains from catch
rates in fishing site choice models (Hunt et al., 2019).
Value exists in understanding whether the relationship between
catch outcomes and satisfaction is linear or non-linear. For example,
diminishing satisfaction returns with catch rate (one example of nonlinearity) would imply managers could target an optimal catch rate
rather than a “maximal” catch rate, because of diminishing gains in
marginal satisfaction (Patterson and Sullivan, 2013). Assuming a linear
relationship between catch rates and satisfaction in a fishery (e.g.,
constant increases in satisfaction with any unit increase in catch rate)
could lead to over-investment (e.g., via stocking) in resources, with little
return in angler satisfaction (van Poorten et al., 2011), and such an
assumption will also overestimate the behavioural responses of anglers
(i.e., decreasing effort) to reductions in catch qualities. A recent review
of utility theory-based research in angling (Hunt et al., 2019) found that
researchers seldom formally test the relationship between catch rates
and utility for non-linearity. Yet, when it was tested in six studies,
diminishing marginal returns of utility to increases in catch rates were
reported in five cases (Anderson and Lee, 2013; Carter and Liese, 2012;
Hindsley et al., 2011; Lawrence, 2005; Shaw and Ozog, 1999). This is
also the case in recreational angling satisfaction research – a concept
similar to realized utility from economics - where the few researchers
who tested for non-linearity between catch outcomes and satisfaction
found them to exist (Beardmore et al., 2015; Patterson and Sullivan,
2013). Therefore, a more correct default assumption might be that
satisfaction will show diminishing marginal return of catch rate in rec
reational fisheries. If this is true, angling effort might not scale linearly
with increasing catch rates, contrary to assumptions in previous recre
ational fishing models (e.g., Cox et al., 2003). Getting the representation
of angler behaviour “right” is key for deriving optimal management
policies (Johnston et al., 2010).
In contrast to catch rate, there is little evidence that supports a
ceiling effect between size of fish captured and satisfaction, suggesting
that for the angler, the size of the largest fish caught cannot be large
enough and that increasingly larger fish will continue to increase
satisfaction (Beardmore et al., 2015). This would be consistent with
previous findings that low-abundance trophy fish are often more
important to anglers than the catch of many, but smaller fish (Heermann

et al., 2013; Wilde and Pope, 2004). However, it is unclear what is
generally valued more by anglers, average size of fish, or size of their
largest fish. It is also unclear whether the fish size is valued against a
benchmark, which is likely species-specific (Anderson, 1976; Lew and
Larson, 2015). If the relationship of the size of captured fish and angler
satisfaction is non-linear and exponential, the repercussions for the
design of harvest policies and the ability of managers to sustain satisfied
anglers under open access would be large, as fish size is very sensitive to
rising fishing mortality (Ahrens et al., 2020; Wszola et al., 2022).
Therefore, if the goal is to maintain catch prospects of large fish, fishing
mortality must be controlled tightly, as abundant stocking of
catchable-sized fish (Johnston et al., 2018) or total catch-and-release
policies which satisfy a desire for high catch rates, do not necessarily
maximize trophy size due to density-dependent growth (Ahrens et al.,
2020; Sass and Shaw, 2020).
The relevance of catch is not necessarily “innate” to an angler but can
also change via situational and other contextual factors. Psychological
research suggests that individuals deprived of a good are likely to value
it more (Homans, 1974). In recreational fisheries, anglers deprived of
catch are thus, likely to desire it more on future trips (Finn and Loomis,
2001). The idea of catch deprivation has only been tested once in rec
reational fishing literature and is only based on stated (hypothetical)
behaviours and assessment of motives on future trips (Finn and Loomis,
2001). Therefore, it is an open question how catch deprivation in
fluences satisfaction. One hypothesis is that a given catch outcome
would increase satisfaction in catch-deprived anglers more than
non-deprived anglers, because being deprived of catch implies increased
saliency attached to catch (Finn and Loomis, 2001). An equally plausible
alternative is that catch-deprived anglers might devalue catch and
emphasize the non-catch outcomes more, as a way of avoiding cognitive
dissonance. This coping mechanism for catch-deprived anglers would be
similar to the coping mechanisms used by recreationists when they face
increased crowding at recreation sites (e.g., Miller and McCool, 2003).
The expectation and behaviour of individual anglers generally varies
due to situational characteristics (Beardmore et al., 2011). Put simply,
situational influences, such as the aforementioned catch deprivation,
variation in the social group with whom one fishes, or the specific
location or target species that is targeted, will mean that the same angler
does not always behave the same and may tailor expectations and
preferences to the concrete context (Hunt et al., in press; Beardmore
et al., 2015; Dabrowksa et al., 2017; Haab et al., 2012; Lupi et al., 2003;
Whitehead et al., 2013). Contextual factors vary widely, with angler
preferences shown to vary across different trip durations (Dabrowksa
et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2020), fishing party compositions (Choi et al.,
1994), fishing styles (Aas et al., 2000; Kershner and Van Kirk, 1984), and
species targeted (Beardmore et al., 2015; Chipman and Helfrich, 1988).
The social-ecological characteristics of a fishery that can drive
intra-angler heterogeneity can be biophysical (e.g., shape or size of
waterbodies, productivity of lakes), social (e.g., management or human
settlement patterns, local culture and norms, social group), or more
fisheries specific (e.g., local fishing pressure or abundance of fish). Most
research on angler satisfaction has examined the same locality and
target species (e.g., Connelly and Brown, 2000; McCormick and Porter,
2014; Patterson and Sullivan, 2013), with few studies using repeated
angler behaviours in different social-ecological contexts (Arlinghaus
et al., 2008). Thus, it is unclear how general catch outcomes relate to
angler satisfaction across different situations (contexts) and for anglers
varying in their fishing “personality” such as commitment to fishing or
other measures of angler specialization (Bryan, 1977), which have been
found to moderate the relationship of catch outcomes and catch satis
faction in anglers (Beardmore et al., 2015).
Our study involves two different fisheries, one located in the Western
German state of Lower Saxony (LS) and the other located in the Eastern
German state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania (MWP). While both
are located in the same general culture of Germany, these two socialecological systems inevitably differ in fisheries-specific characteristics
2
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(e.g., regulations, crowding). It is also important to note the inherent
socio-economic and cultural differences between West and East Ger
many (Riepe and Arlinghaus, 2021). After World War II, Germany was
divided into two parts, each governed by a different political system.
This division drove political, economic, and social divergence for more
than 40 years until West and East Germany were reunited (Alesina and
Fuchs-Schündeln, 2007). Since unification in 1989, living conditions in
Eastern Germany (e.g., income, infrastructure) have slowly but not
completely converged to the conditions in Western Germany (Deutsch
land et al., 2011). Although much of life has “caught up” in Eastern
Germany, there remain key differences in socio-demographic conditions
between the two sides, particularly in health and emotional well-being
(Mollenkopf and Kaspar, 2005). Up to the present day, Eastern Ger
mans exhibit more solitary behaviour, tend to be lonelier in later years of
life and experience higher levels of depression (Brosig-Koch et al.,
2011). Also other structural differences between East and West are only
slowly fading away because behavioural norms such as these are passed
down through family (e.g., Rotenberg, 1995) and are less likely to
change after the age of 10 (e.g., Fehr et al., 2008; Harbaugh and Krause,
2000). Thus, people in East and West will continue to be affected by
socialization and local values inherent through generations. It remains
an open question whether the cultural differences among East and West
Germany could influence the respective angling experiences of East and
West German recreational fisheries. Our study partly addresses this
question.
A classical recreational fisheries research assumption is that if catch
outcomes are substantially lower in one of two fisheries, a given catch
outcome would provide more satisfaction to anglers of the deprived
fishery compared to anglers of the other fishery. Yet, expectations play a
powerful role in satisfaction, because satisfaction is theorized as the
difference between expected and actual outcomes (Burns et al., 2003;
Holland and Ditton, 1992; Schreyer and Roggenbuck, 1978), and ex
pectations shift in line with past experiences (Gale, 1987; van Poorten
et al., 2011). Thus, it can also be reasoned that because anglers in a less
productive fishery habituate to lower catch quality, they would there
fore be more content with lower catch outcomes than would anglers
conditioned to higher quality catch outcomes. Shifting expectations has
been discussed in recreational fishing satisfaction research (Gale, 1987;
van Poorten et al., 2011), and a few studies have explored the rela
tionship between information and expectations, showing that angler
expectations can be influenced by new information about catch out
comes (Schramm et al., 1998; Spencer and Spangler, 1992). Studies have
also shown that angler expectations may shift in response to changing
conditions, including catch and crowding (Hudgins and Davies, 1984;
Kuentzel and Heberlein, 2003). Thus, we expect that individual expec
tations are grounded in past experiences, such that angler populations
exposed to low catch rates are consistently happier for a given outcome,
provided they have achieved a certain catch threshold.
Further complicating the management of recreational fisheries are
more general sources of diversity within angling populations (Abbott
and Fenichel, 2013; Johnston et al., 2010; Matsumura et al., 2019). The
relative importance of catch outcomes towards satisfaction with catch
could vary across angler types as shown by Beardmore et al. (2015) for
angler groups differing in their psychological commitment to fishing.
Identifying and understanding the implications of angler diversity is
increasingly becoming a focus of the human dimensions research
(Bryan, 1977; Chipman and Helfrich, 1988; Hunt et al., 2020; Kyle et al.,
2020; Scott and Shafer, 2001), with recreational specialization (Bryan,
1977) as the primary research framework for understanding diversity in
fishing preferences and behaviour (Hunt et al., 2020). Specialized an
glers are often described as more trophy (Bryan, 1977) and less
harvest-oriented (Ditton et al., 1992; Oh and Ditton, 2006) than their
less specialized counterparts, although this pattern reverses in
consumptive fisheries (Dorow et al., 2010). In general, differently
specialized anglers can exhibit different preferences (Bryan, 1977;
Dorow et al., 2010) and hence carry different catch expectations

(Beardmore et al., 2015). Because satisfaction is theorized as the dif
ference between expected and achieved outcomes (Burns et al., 2003),
for a given catch rate, anglers with high expectations for catch can be
less satisfied than anglers with lower catch expectations (Beardmore
et al., 2015). One could assume that more specialized anglers will have
higher catch expectations than less specialized anglers, because they are
more skilled (Monk and Arlinghaus, 2018) and more used to capturing
fish in an otherwise fairly random process (Seekell, 2011), thus influ
encing their satisfaction with catch (Beardmore et al., 2015). However,
recent research suggests that the process of specialization is
context-dependent, varying by target species or social environment
(Beardmore et al., 2015; Dabrowksa et al., 2017; Ditton et al., 1992;
Dorow et al., 2010; Scott and Godbey, 1994), which suggests a need by
exploring this concept across contexts in search of more generalizable
insights.
We took advantage of comprehensive trip-level data collected via
angler diaries that tracked the satisfaction of anglers in two different
social-ecological contexts within the same general angling culture of
Germany to ask the basic question if both angler subpopulations fol
lowed the same relationships of catch outcomes and deprivation of catch
and satisfaction. The objective of our study was to improve the under
standing of drivers of catch satisfaction in different social-ecological
contexts, trip contexts, and for different angler types using the frame
work of angler specialization. Our work utilizes repeated measures of
angler satisfaction with catch from two different fisheries, a small club
context of north-western Germany, Lower Saxony (LS) and a regional
context with largely open access in north-eastern Germany,
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania (MWP). The study design sought to
clarify the role of social-ecological context, trip characteristics such as
target species, catch deprivation, season, temperature, and angler
characteristics such as centrality to lifestyle, skill, and behavioural
commitment in the importance of catch outcomes to angler satisfaction.
Another key objective was to examine whether the relationship of catch
outcomes (catch rate and size of the largest caught fish) and satisfaction
was linear or non-linear and whether the relationships were consistent
in a sample of East and West Germany. The following hypotheses were
tested:
H1. Catch satisfaction of anglers shows diminishing marginal returns
with catch rates.
H2. Catch satisfaction scales exponentially with the maximum size of
fish that is captured.
H3. Catch deprivation affects the importance of catch outcomes to
wards satisfaction with catch.
H4. A given catch outcome contributes less to catch satisfaction in
more specialized anglers.
H5. A given catch outcome contributes more to catch satisfaction in
social-ecological contexts with lower average catch rates.
2. Methods
2.1. Survey methods
Our study draws from data collected during a 1-year diary program
in the German state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania (MWP) and a
subsequent 1-year diary program in the German state of Lower Saxony
(LS). Both states are in northern Germany, with LS being in the west and
MWP in the east (former German Democratic Republic). Beyond
geophysical location, the fisheries are characterized by key differences.
Angling in MWP is managed at the regional level by a large state-level
angler association, while fishing in LS is managed by many indepen
dent, small angling clubs at the local level. Anglers in LS and MWP have
state-level catch and harvest restrictions they must adhere to (bag limits,
seasonal closures, etc.), but these regulations can be even more
3
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restrictive depending on the regulations of each angling club (in LS) or
the angler association (in MWP). Fishing access is restrictive in both
fisheries. In LS, anglers must pass an examination, purchase a general
fishing license, and purchase fishing permits from the clubs. In MWP,
anglers must also pass an examination, purchase a general fishing li
cense, and purchase a fishing permit for the respective waters (with the
exception of tourists who can purchase a fishing license without an
exam). The fisheries share a similar composition of species, and there
fore, offer an interesting opportunity to compare the relationship be
tween catch outcomes and catch satisfaction.
Participants of MWP were drawn from a random sample of resident
and non-resident anglers fishing in MWP, as described in detail in Dorow
and Arlinghaus (2011). In brief, 1121 anglers were recruited to record
fishing trips between September 2006 and August 2007 in a printed
diary, including the timing, location, fishing effort, social group, target
species, number of fish caught, the size of the largest fish caught,
number of fish harvested and released, and catch satisfaction per trip. To
reduce measurement error associated with estimates of mean length for
caught fish, anglers were asked to record only the length of the largest
retained fish for each species on a given trip. The diary form elicited
anglers’ satisfaction with catch using the ten-point scale recommended
by Matlock et al. (1991) that ranged from completely dissatisfied to
completely satisfied. All angling trips, including those without catch,
were to be reported. Moreover, all participants were contacted every 3
months by telephone to minimize non-response and recall biases that
have affected past angler diary studies (Anderson and Thompson, 1991;
Bray and Jr, 2001; Connelly et al., 1996; Tarrant et al., 1993). Telephone
interviews addressed any emergent concerns that participants might
have encountered, while collecting supplemental information on de
mographics, angler specialization and other angler characteristics. As a
further incentive, diary participants were promised and given a custom
report at the end of the study, which summarized information from their
personal diary and related it to the entire sample. In all, 648 anglers
(58%) returned diaries and reported a total of 12,937 trips targeting 56
different freshwater and marine fish species.
In LS, survey participants were sampled from 17 angling clubs spread
across the state as described in detail in Arlinghaus et al. (2014). All
clubs in the state had received a letter asking for their willingness to
participate in a multi-year research project on fish stocking involving
biological and social-science research. Of those that indicated interest,
17 were chosen based on selected characteristics such as availability of
stillwaters and geographic spread across the state. Although not a
random sample, in LS, there were no opportunities to fish without being
a member of an angling club. For this reason, it is assumed that the
sample of surveyed club anglers was representative for the state LS. A
random sample of anglers in larger clubs (membership numbers > 400)
and all members in smaller clubs (< 400 members) were sent a baseline
postal questionnaire between May 2011 and February 2012, assessing
their demographics such as age, beliefs and attitudes related to fish
biology, fish stock management, angling habits and angler specializa
tion. In five of the 17 clubs, a diary program was additionally imple
mented with all anglers in these clubs receiving an invitation. In the
diary, anglers were asked to document the timing, location, fishing
effort, target species, number of fish caught, length of all fish caught,
whether the fish was harvested or released, and catch satisfaction per
trip on the same scale as reported above for MWP to represent angling
experiences expected in LS angling club waters. In total, 855 anglers
reported trip-level information for 11,248 trips, targeting 63 different
species.
Due to the slightly different structures and question formats of the
questionnaires, the data from LS were modified to create one coherent
dataset for both fisheries. Although the fish length was recorded for all
fish caught in LS, only the largest fish size was kept for the LS dataset to
match the MWP data. Time spent fishing was also recorded differently
for each fishery. Both MWP and LS participants recorded how long their
trip lasted, but LS participants also recorded how many hours they spent

fishing for each species. Due to this difference, the total trip time, rather
than time per species, was the effort measure used to calculate catch per
unit effort (CPUE) by species. Our research objectives required that
observations contain information concerning both angling trips from the
diaries and angler information from additional questionnaires (tele
phone in MWP, written in LS) to derive indices that characterize the
angler. Thus, observations without information from both sources had to
be discarded. The remaining sample contained 1169 anglers and 19,958
trips in total, involving 521 anglers and 6981 trips from LS and 568
anglers and 9318 trips from MWP.
2.2. Measuring catch outcomes
We measured four different constructs to relate to catch satisfaction.
First, catch rates were measured as CPUE to be consistent with previous
research. Second, the size construct was measured as the size of the
largest fish caught on a trip, for each species caught, rather than the
average size of all fish caught. Many different species were caught in
both fisheries; therefore, to control for the difference in CPUE and sizes
across all species, we standardized CPUE and the size of the largest fish
caught by species using the combined catch data from both fisheries. A
normalized value (z-score) was computed using the means and standard
deviations of CPUE and size of the largest fish for each species in the
dataset. To use a species variable in our model, we could only consider
the most popular species and group all other species into “other.” The
species included in the model account for approximately 79% of the
observations in this study. Third, to account for the influence of harvest
on catch satisfaction, we included the proportion of catch that an angler
harvested as a catch outcome. We choose the proportion of catch har
vested rather than harvest rates as not to confound the harvest variable
with CPUE. Fourth and finally, the number of species caught by an
angler was included as a measure of species diversity in the catch.
2.3. Measuring trip contexts
We measured multiple variables to help account for the effect of trip
context on the satisfaction with catch. First, we included the target
species as it has been shown to moderate angler preferences and satis
faction (e.g., Beardmore et al., 2015; Chipman and Helfrich, 1988).
Second, we included the number of species targeted as a measure of the
specificity of an angling trip. Third, we asked in the diary whether the
catch was targeted or incidental, as this likely influences the evaluation
of catch outcomes. Fourth, we accounted for the number of rods an
angler used as another measure of specialization that could change from
trip to trip. Finally, we accounted for the season in which the trip took
place by categorizing based on the month to capture any differences in
expectations or preferences that may occur seasonally. Trips that took
place in December, January, or February were categorized as winter
trips. Trips in March, April, or May were categorized as spring trips.
Summer trips happened in June, July, or August. Fall trips were in
September, October, or November. The number of consecutive trips
without a catch, leading up to and including the current trip, was
included to test for the effect of trip deprivation. Also, the number of
trips without a catch, leading up to but not including the current trip,
was included as a variable to test for the importance of catch depriva
tions as a moderating variable on the importance of catch outcomes.
2.4. Operationalizing angler specialization
The primary method of accounting for inter-angler heterogeneity is
angler specialization, with centrality to lifestyle often used as a proxy for
psychological commitment, which is one of three key subdimensions of
specialization along with skill and behavioural commitment (Beardmore
et al., 2015; Donnelly et al., 1986; Dorow et al., 2010; Dorow and
Arlinghaus, 2012; Sutton and Ditton, 2001). Recreational specialization
is a multidimensional concept for understanding diversity in outdoor
4
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recreation behavior, observing a continuum of behavior from the gen
eral to the particular (Bryan, 1977; Ditton et al., 1992). This framework
is often used to group anglers into angler types that share specific values,
beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors (Chipman and Helfrich, 1988; Hyman
and McMullin, 2018; Oh and Ditton, 2006). In both MWP and LS, cen
trality to lifestyle was measured with 6 items using a five-point agree
ment scale adapted from Kim et al. (1997) (see Beardmore et al., 2013
for details). We first performed a factor analysis with varimax rotation
on the MWP and LS responses separately, yielding a single reliable factor
for each fishery. We then performed a factor analysis on the MWP and LS
responses combined, which yielded a single reliable factor explaining
47% of the variance (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.84; Table 1) containing all
items. The mean of these 6 items was then used as a centrality index.
Furthermore, we also included the skill or cognitive dimension of
angler specialization (Scott and Shafer, 2001), as it was thought to be
most related to an angler’s catch success (Monk and Arlinghaus, 2018).
Self-perceived skill was measured by asking the anglers how skilled they
were in comparison to other anglers they know, on a Likert scale, in both
the MWP and LS questionnaires. The behavioural commitment of an
glers, the last subdimension of specialization (Scott and Shafer, 2001),
was inferred from the number of total trips that an angler recorded in the
diary in the fishing year.
Anglers’ attitudes towards specific fishing experiences, namely to
wards the consumption of fish and the importance of catching large
numbers and sizes, likely vary across segments or sub-groups of the
angling population (Aas and Kaltenborn, 1995; Arlinghaus, 2006; Ditton
and Fedler, 1989). The concept of catch orientation is often used to
understand these differences (Anderson et al., 2007). In both MWP and
LS, catch orientation was measured using a five-point agreement scale
for four different catch orientation items reflecting attitudes towards
consumption, the number of fish caught, the size of fish caught, and
release orientation. The release orientation item was dropped from
consideration because voluntary catch and release angling is often
illegal in Germany. We then performed a factor analysis with varimax on
the remaining three items. We used exploratory factor analysis because
we used only 4 rather than 16 of the original items and were unsure
about the factor structure. The exploratory factor analysis revealed that
attitudes towards size and numbers were correlated while attitudes to
wards consumption was unique. Thus, in our model, the fish size and fish
number items were averaged together (using the item mean) to repre
sent catch importance as a construct, while the consumption item was
used as a single item index reflecting consumption orientation.

an angler (e.g., catch rate, size of largest fish harvested, centrality score,
skill) can be formulated as follows (Vermunt & Magidson, 2005; Ver
munt & Magidson, 2021):
∗
ηm = βcon
m + ym ×

Table 1
Centrality-to-lifestyle scale used as a measure of recreation specialization for
freshwater anglers fishing in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania (MWP), Ger
many in 2006–2007 (n = 803) and anglers fishing in Lower Saxony (LS), Ger
many in 2011–2012 (n = 2424). Finally, the two samples were combined and
analyzed together (n = 3227).
LS

Combined

0.82
0.652
0.689
0.727
0.650
0.650
0.629

0.85
0.542
0.697
0.754
0.606
0.783
0.773

0.84
0.562
0.698
0.754
0.611
0.752
0.739

(1)

In this equation, ηm is the systematic component of the catch satis
faction rating of category m, βcon
m is the category’s alternative specific
constant, y∗m is the fixed category score (here, satisfaction ratings scored
from one to ten), and βatt
q is the estimate of the contribution to catch
satisfaction associated with each attribute of value zatt
q . In this way, the
ordinal logit model related changes in trip outcomes (e.g., catch rate) to
corresponding changes in catch satisfaction rating while estimating
systematic effects of angler characteristics. Specifically, βatt
q is the change
in the log-odds of being in a higher satisfaction category. Analyses that
accounted for the repeated measures structure of the dataset (29,121
observations made by 1169 anglers on 19,558 trips) were conducted
using Latent Gold Choice 6.0 software by Statistical Innovations, Inc.
(Vermunt and Magidson, 2008). Thus, we were able to account for
variation in trip experiences associated with each individual angler in
the study.
Many LS anglers only completed a diary and not a questionnaire that
contained angler characteristics like centrality to lifestyle and selfperceived skill-level. Therefore, without information about their
specialization and orientations, we constructed two different models.
The primary model excluded centrality to lifestyle, skill, catch orienta
tion, consumption orientation, and age as parameters in the model so
that we could include all possible diary observations (n = 29,121). The
secondary model did not exclude any variables but was therefore limited
to a subset of the original sample (n = 22,414 observations), only
including anglers that contributed both diary and questionnaire re
sponses. From this point, we will refer to this secondary model as the
specialization subset model.
The final models were selected after systematically and sequentially
testing and, if necessary, adding groups of related parameters. These
tests were conducted to support the testing of specific hypotheses related
to the functional form of each catch outcome’s influence on satisfaction
(CPUE and size of fish captured) or the moderating influence of context
and our specialization indicators. The final primary model included 95
parameters, with selected continuous attributes coded using linear and
quadratic terms (to test for non-linearities) and categorical attributes
effects coded to center each attribute’s values at zero (Bech and
Gyrd-Hansen, 2005). Included parameters fell into one of four groups.
First, alternative specific constants represented the likelihood of a given
rating in the absence of additional trip outcomes. The second group of
parameters represented the main effects (linear and selected quadratic)
of catch outcomes on catch satisfaction ratings: CPUE), size of largest
fish, the proportion of catch harvested, and the number of species
caught. The third group of parameters accounted for the moderating
effect of social-ecological and trip context: fishery, the number of species
targeted, which species were targeted, whether the catch was targeted or
incidental, season, the number of rods used, and the number of trips
without a catch (catch deprivation). Finally, behavioural commitment
indicated by the number of individual trips recorded by the diary was
included as a measure of angler specialization. The final specialization
subset model included 115 parameters. This model included all the same
parameters as the final primary model, with the addition of parameters
accounting for the moderating effect of centrality to lifestyle,
consumptive orientation, and age.

Given the ordinal nature of the dependent variable, we used an
adjacent category, ordinal logit model to predict catch satisfaction rat
ings as a function of independent variables that represented the various
catch dimensions, catch deprivation, specialization subdimensions, as
well as catch and consumptive orientation.
The logit model of a fishing trip t with Q attributes characterized by

MWP

att
βatt
q × zq .

q=1

2.5. Modelling catch satisfaction

Cronbach’s Alpha
I would lose a lot of my friends if I stop fishing.
If I could not fish, I would not know what else to do.
Because of angling, no time is left for other hobbies.
Most of my friends are connected to angling.
Going fishing is the most enjoyable thing I can do.
Most of my life revolves around angling.

Q
∑
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3. Results

catch satisfaction when anglers targeted eel (Anguilla anguilla), perch
(Perca fluviatilis), cod, rainbow trout, pike (Esox lucius), carp, and zander
(Sander lucioperca). Finally, the proportion of catch harvested had a
more positive correlation with catch satisfaction when anglers targeted
bream (Abramis brama), cod, pike, and zander.

3.1. Contextual differences among the two regions
Anglers in LS had, on average, lower catch rates, the lower average
size of largest fish, and a lower number of average species caught per trip
than anglers in MWP (Table 2). Despite the lower catch outcomes, the
proportion of satisfied anglers was larger in LS compared to MWP.

3.3.2. Catch deprivation
Catch deprivation was negatively correlated with catch satisfaction
(Table 3). As the number of trips without catching a fish increased,
satisfaction with catch decreased, showing a cumulative effect of catch
deprivation. Catch deprivation also had a significant interaction effect
on the relationship between some catch outcomes and satisfaction with
catch. In our primary model, the effect of species diversity on catch
satisfaction decreased as the level of catch deprivation prior to a trip
increased. However, in our specialization subset model, which accoun
ted for angler specialization, this interaction effect was insignificant,
and negative interactions for both catch rates and size emerged. This
result implies that the effects of CPUE and size of the largest fish on catch
satisfaction both decrease as the level of catch deprivation prior to a trip
increases, providing a direction to our non-directional study hypothesis
(H3).

3.2. Catch outcomes and satisfaction: linear vs. non-linear effects and the
relevance of catch deprivation
3.2.1. Model Fit
The results from the likelihood ratio tests support including the
linear and quadratic catch outcomes, the fishery, trip contexts, angler
types, and interactions of species with linear outcomes parameters to the
final model (Table 5). This final model has a relatively high McFadden’s
pseudo R2 = 0.307 (Table 5). While this statistic is analogous to the R2 in
a conventional regression model, it typically produces lower values
(Ben-Akiva et al., 1985, p. 161). The alternative specific constant
(Table 3) showed a significant negative trend. In other words, the trip
outcomes included in the model had an overall positive relationship
with satisfaction with catch. The best specialization subset model
(Table 4) also had a relatively high McFadden’s pseudo R2 = 0.316
while also significantly outperforming all other candidate models
(Table 6).

3.3.3. Contextual moderators of the catch-satisfaction relationship
Several other trip contexts were significant moderators of the rela
tionship between catch outcomes and satisfaction with catch (Table 4).
The season in which the trip took place moderated this relationship for
all catch outcomes. Both catch rates and the proportion of catch har
vested had increased effects on catch satisfaction during the spring and
summer than during the fall and winter. By contrast, the effect of the size
of the largest fish on catch satisfaction was increased during all seasons
besides the summer. Species diversity had a significantly increased ef
fect on catch satisfaction during the spring and winter and a significantly
decreased effect during the summer and fall. As the number of species an
angler targeted on a trip increased, so did the effect of CPUE and size of
the largest fish caught on satisfaction with catch. When catch was
incidental rather than targeted, the effect of CPUE and proportion of
catch harvested on catch satisfaction were both significantly greater.
Finally, the number of rods that an angler used on a trip moderated the
relationship between certain catch outcomes and satisfaction with catch.
As anglers used more rods on a trip, the effect of species diversity on
catch satisfaction decreased, but the effect of size of the largest fish
caught on catch satisfaction significantly increased.

3.3. Primary Model
3.3.1. Catch characteristics
All catch-related predictor variables of catch satisfaction, CPUE
(species-level), the size of largest caught fish (species-level), the pro
portion of the catch harvested (species-level), the number of species
caught (i.e., species diversity) at the trip-level, and the number of spe
cies targeted (Table 3) were significant factors of catch satisfaction as
main effects. All these predictor variables, except for the number of
species targeted, had a positive relationship with catch satisfaction. We
tested for the possible non-linearity in the relationship between the
mentioned catch-based predictor variables and catch satisfaction and
found diminishing marginal returns of satisfaction for increases in catch
rate, the proportion of catch that was harvested, and for the number of
species caught (Fig. 1). Also, the best model (Table 5) contained a
positive exponential relationship between the size of the largest fish
caught and catch satisfaction, rather than only a linear relationship,
supporting our hypothesis (H1). Target species had a significant inter
action effect on the relationship between catch outcomes and satisfac
tion with catch. CPUE had a more positive correlation with catch
satisfaction when anglers targeted cod (Gadus morhua), rainbow trout
(Oncorhynchus mykiss), carp (Cyprinus carpio), and whitefish (Coregonus
sp.). The size of the largest fish had a more positive correlation with

3.4. Specialization subset model
3.4.1. The role of angler specialization
The components of specialization included in our second model
modestly moderated the relationship between certain catch outcomes
and satisfaction with catch (Table 4), providing support for our hy
pothesis (H4). The effect of the proportion of catch harvested was

Table 2
The mean CPUE (catch per unit (hour) of effort, mean size of the largest fish caught (cm), and the proportion of the catch that the species comprises in the respective
fishery (%) for the most commonly caught species in each fishery. (MWP – Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania and LS – Lower Saxony).
MWP

LS

CPUE
Perch (Perca fluviatilis)
Pike (Esox lucius)
Eel (Anguilla anguilla)
Cod (Gadus morhua)
Carp (Cyprinus carpio)
Zander (Sander lucioperca)
Whitefish (Coregonidae spp.)
Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)

Size

CPUE

Size

Proportion

M

SD

M

SD

Proportion

M

SD

M

SD

23.2%
17.3%
6.9%
5.3%
4.4%
4.3%
2.0%
2.0%

2.1
0.4
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.4
2.0
1.6

3.2
0.4
0.3
1.0
0.2
0.7
3.6
1.7

27.1
66.1
61.7
58.7
57.6
57.8
21.9
38.6

6.5
12.6
11.0
13.0
12.5
10.3
7.6
7.8

5.6%
20.4%
13.7%
1.0%
18.8%
12.0%
13.4%
10.0%

0.2
0.3
0.2
0.7
0.1
0.1
3.3
0.7

0.7
0.6
0.5
1.2
0.3
0.2
4.4
0.7

30.7
59.4
55.4
52.0
55.6
53.4
18.0
37.8

8.4
14.0
13.9
12.5
16.1
13.5
8.3
6.2
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Table 3
Primary Model. Adjacent categories, ordinal logit model with repeated measures predicting satisfaction with catch of anglers fishing in Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania (MWP) and Lower Saxony (LS), Germany, in 2006–2007 and 2011–2012, respectively.
Attribute
Main effect
Alternative specific constants

Fishery
CPUE
Size
Harvest
# Species caught
# Species targeted
Trips w/o catch
Interactions
Interaction
Fishery
“Ref=MWP”
# Species targeted
Incidental
Behavioural commitment
Fall
Spring
Summer
Winter
# Trip rods
Catch Deprivation
Eel
Perch
Bream
Cod
Trout
Pike
Carp
Whitefish
Zander
Other

Coding

Parameter estimate

SE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
LS
MWP
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Linear

0.6795
0.5798
0.6433
0.4137
0.4682
0.0904
-0.1165
-0.2867
-1.0712
-1.4006
0.2108 *
-0.2108 *
0.1552 *
-0.0028 *
0.0611 *
0.0450 *
0.2600 *
-0.0916 *
0.3428 *
-0.0595 *
-0.1210 *
-0.0117 *

0.0737
0.0590
0.0442
0.0312
0.0195
0.0196
0.0290
0.0427
0.0592
0.0754
0.0116
0.0116
0.0120
0.0007
0.0132
0.0034
0.0534
0.0425
0.0121
0.0063
0.0077
0.0037

CPUE Linear
Beta
-0.0594 *

SE
0.0108

Size Linear
Beta
-0.0820 *

SE
0.0126

Harvest Linear
Beta
SE
-0.0868 *
0.0130

# Species caught Linear
Beta
SE
-0.0946 *
0.0112

-0.0286 *
-0.0272 *
-0.0003 *
-0.0098 *
0.0170 *
0.0207 *
-0.0283 *
0.0027
-0.0025
-0.0276 *
-0.0629 *
-0.0366 *
0.0561 *
0.1023 *
-0.0080 *
-0.0170 *
0.0653 *
-0.0583 *
-0.0135 *

0.0039
0.0108
0.0001
0.0051
0.0058
0.0062
0.0068
0.0031
0.0034
0.0138
0.0087
0.0170
0.0205
0.0199
0.0090
0.0118
0.0135
0.0115
0.0092

-0.0181 *
-0.0158
0.0008 *
0.0098 *
0.0023 *
-0.0300 *
0.0178 *
0.0122 *
-0.0047
0.0330 *
-0.0071 *
-0.0201 *
0.0061 *
0.0166 *
0.0513 *
0.0297 *
-0.0457 *
-0.0115 *
-0.0523 *

0.0042
0.0104
0.0002
0.0066
0.0067
0.0066
0.0103
0.0034
0.0035
00162
0.0112
0.0226
0.0206
0.0199
0.0115
0.0125
0.0124
0.0169
0.0107

-0.0143
-0.1406 *
-0.0015 *
-0.0314 *
0.0161 *
0.0410 *
-0.0257 *
-0.0267 *
-0.0047
-0.0262 *
-0.0110 *
0.0483 *
-0.0077 *
-0.0083 *
0.0046 *
0.0338 *
-0.1944 *
0.0852 *
0.0758 *

–
–
-0.0005 *
-0.0079 *
0.0138 *
-0.0073 *
0.0013 *
-0.0002
-0.0071 *

Eel
Perch
Bream
Cod
Trout
Pike
Carp
Whitefish
Zander
Other

Parameter estimate
-0.0447
-0.0347
-0.0874
0.0772
0.1096
0.0099
-0.0049
0.0519
-0.0339
-0.0430

0.0093
0.0202
0.0003
0.0135
0.0133
0.0136
0.0215
0.0062
0.0070
0.0313
0.0246
0.0461
0.0486
0.0416
0.0234
0.0261
0.0259
0.0402
0.0216

SE
0.0153
0.0132
0.0269
0.0365
0.0300
0.0114
0.0122
0.0136
0.0136
0.0132

–
–
0.0001
0.0046
0.0045
0.0042
0.0072
0.0017
0.0030

Note: Parameters significant at p < 0.05 are indicated by an asterisk (*)

decreased for anglers with higher centrality to lifestyle. The effects of
CPUE and the species diversity on catch satisfaction were significantly
decreased for anglers with higher behavioural commitment (i.e., anglers
taking more trips). Similarly, the effect of species diversity on catch
satisfaction decreased as angler age increased. The effects of CPUE,
species diversity, and proportion of catch harvested on satisfaction with
catch were significantly increased for anglers with increasing levels of
self-perceived skill. Conversely, higher self-perceived skill was related to
a decreased effect of size of the largest fish caught on catch satisfaction.
The effect of the size of the largest fish caught on catch satisfaction
decreased with increasing consumption orientation of anglers. By
contrast, the effect of species diversity on satisfaction with catch was
significantly decreased as consumption orientation increased.
Increasing catch orientation was associated with an increased effect of
size of the largest fish caught on satisfaction with catch and a decreased
effect of the proportion of catch harvested on catch satisfaction. Overall,
the moderating role of angler specialization in the catch-outcomesatisfaction relationship was of modest relevance.

3.4.2. Relevance of social-ecological context in East and West
Social-ecological context had a strong moderating effect on the
relationship between catch outcomes and catch satisfaction. All catch
outcomes had significantly decreased effects on catch satisfaction in LS,
which is the fishery with the lower average catch. This seems to
contradict our hypothesis (H5) that anglers in a lower-catch fishery
should be more satisfied with a given catch rate than anglers in a highercatch fishery. However, when we also accounted for the direct effect of
fishery on catch satisfaction (Table 3), LS anglers were indeed more
satisfied with a given catch outcome compared to anglers in MWP
(Fig. 1), therefore supporting our hypothesis (H5).
4. Discussion
Supporting previous trip-level angler satisfaction research (e.g.,
Connelly and Brown, 2000; Graefe and Fedler, 1986; Hutt and Neal,
2010), our results showed that catch-related outcomes were over
whelmingly important determinants of catch satisfaction for anglers
across all angler types and trips contexts. However, we found important
distinctions relevant to the management of recreational fisheries. As
7
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Table 4
Specialization subset model (including specialization measurements). Adjacent categories, ordinal logit model with repeated measures predicting satisfaction
with catch of anglers fishing in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania (MWP) and Lower Saxony (LS), Germany, in 2006–2007 and 2011–2012, respectively.
Attribute

Coding

Parameter estimate

SE

# Species targeted
Catch deprivation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
LS
MWP
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Quadratic
Linear
Linear

0.5527
0.5221
0.7305
0.4664
0.5318
0.1393
-0.0823
-0.2668
-1.1179
-1.4759
0.2426 *
-0.2426 *
0.1762 *
-0.0100 *
0.0243
0.0421 *
0.3561 *
-0.1408 *
0.4110 *
-0.0029
-0.0878 *
-0.0403 *

0.0883
0.0707
0.0524
0.0368
0.0224
0.0224
0.0340
0.0507
0.0705
0.0898
0.0143
0.0143
0.0313
0.0010
0.0325
0.0038
0.0823
0.0482
0.0232
0.0092
0.0104
0.0055

Interactions
Interaction
Fishery “Ref=MWP”
# Species targeted
Incidental
Centrality to lifestyle
Behavioural commitment
Skill
Fall
Spring
Summer
Winter
# Trip rods
Catch deprivation
Age
Catch orientation
Consumption orientation
Eel
Perch
Bream
Cod
Trout
Pike
Carp
Whitefish
Zander
Other

CPUE Linear
Beta
-0.0614 *
-0.0348 *
-0.0314 *
0.0014
-0.0005 *
0.0559 *
-0.0068 *
0.0123 *
0.0170 *
-0.0225 *
0.0037
-0.0086 *
-0.0002
0.0037
-0.0052
-0.0596 *
-0.0473 *
-0.0204 *
0.0331 *
0.0974 *
-0.0064 *
0.0146 *
0.0388 *
-0.0378 *
-0.0123 *

SE
0.0136
0.0042
0.0104
0.0050
0.0002
0.0262
0.0055
0.0063
0.0069
0.0074
0.0032
0.0037
0.0002
0.0040
0.0035
0.0168
0.0095
0.0173
0.0217
0.0250
0.0098
0.0145
0.0155
0.0130
0.0092

Size Linear
Beta
-0.0436
-0.0207 *
0.0020
0.0009
0.0004
-0.1154 *
-0.0046 *
-0.0015 *
-0.0197 *
0.0258 *
0.0117 *
-0.0174 *
0.0005
0.0128 *
0.0188 *
0.0602 *
0.0007 *
-0.0276 *
0.0172 *
0.0056 *
0.0312 *
0.0513 *
-0.0769 *
0.0008 *
-0.0625 *

Main effect
Alternative specific constants

Fishery
CPUE
Size
Harvest
# Species caught

Eel
Perch
Bream
Cod
Trout
Pike
Carp
Whitefish
Zander
Other

SE
0.0162
0.0051
0.0126
0.0051
0.0002
0.0292
0.0076
0.0079
0.0078
0.0117
0.0041
0.0047
0.0003
0.0043
0.0037
0.0216
0.0129
0.0240
0.0228
0.0249
0.0141
0.0170
0.0152
0.0253
0.0121

Parameter estimate
-0.0536
-0.0302
-0.0993
0.0713
0.1690
-0.0105
0.0118
0.0250
-0.0136
-0.0698

Harvest Linear
Beta
SE
-0.1472 *
0.0328
-0.0150
0.0112
-0.1776 *
0.0220
-0.0212 *
0.0096
-0.0007
0.0004
0.1345 *
0.0554
-0.0279 *
0.0157
0.0395 *
0.0159
0.0346 *
0.0161
-0.0462 *
0.0246
-0.0310 *
0.0071
0.0014
0.0093
-0.0001
0.0005
-0.0366 *
0.0081
0.0120
0.0073
-0.0235 *
0.0414
-0.0148 *
0.0278
0.0703 *
0.0492
0.0098 *
0.0539
-0.0656 *
0.0528
0.0559 *
0.0285
-0.0058 *
0.0350
-0.2165 *
0.0327
0.0770 *
0.0550
0.1132 *
0.0245

SE
0.0208
0.0155
0.0289
0.0406
0.0384
0.0141
0.0166
0.0169
0.0189
0.0152

# Species caught Linear
Beta
SE
-0.0720 *
0.0180
–
–
–
–
0.0062
0.0032
-0.0009 *
0.0001
0.0458 *
0.0192
-0.0200 *
0.0052
0.0166 *
0.0053
-0.0077 *
0.0049
0.0111 *
0.0081
0.0011
0.0020
0.0035
0.0039
-0.0014 *
0.0002
-0.0013
0.0026
-0.0088 *
0.0021

Note: Parameters significant at p < 0.05 are indicated by an asterisk (*)
Table 5
Selected likelihood ratio tests estimated to choose the final primary satisfaction model.
Candidate Models
+Linear catch outcomes
+Quadratic catch outcomes
+Fishery
+Trip contexts
+Angler types
þspecies interaction with linear outcomes

LL

k

df

-62940.299
-62785.907
-62336.349
-61704.382
-61610.088
-61449.186

13
17
22
64
68
95

29108
29104
29099
29057
29053
29026

-2 (LL1-LL2)
-308.784
-899.116
-1263.934
-188.588
-321.804

df1-df2

R2

p

4
5
42
4
27

0.231
0.240
0.265
0.295
0.299
0.307

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

Note: Baskets of parameter estimates (e.g., related groups of interactions) were sequentially tested and retained if they improved model fit. Each row indicates the
addition of one basket of parameters and tests this specification against the nearest preceding model. The final selected model is presented in bold. LL = log-likelihood;
k = number of parameters; df = degrees of freedom.

hypothesized in H1, CPUE and the size of the largest fish caught showed
non-linear relationships with catch satisfaction. Our findings revealed a
significant negative quadratic term for CPUE, species diversity, and the

proportion of catch harvested, indicating diminishing marginal returns
from these catch and harvest outcomes in providing catch satisfaction
(Fig. 1). Conversely, we found a significant positive quadratic term for
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Table 6
Selected likelihood ratio tests estimated to choose the final specialization subset model (including all specialization subdimensions) satisfaction model and AIC
weights.
Candidate Models
+Linear catch outcomes
+Quadratic catch outcomes
+Fishery
+Trip contexts
+Angler types
þspecies interaction with linear catch outcomes

LL

k

df

-48417.481
-48289.392
-47880.464
-47316.366
-47023.378
-46895.574

13
17
22
64
88
115

22401
22397
22392
22350
22326
22299

-2 (LL1-LL2)
-256.178
-817.856
-1128.196
-585.976
-255.608

df1-df2

R2

p

4
5
42
24
27

0.214
0.224
0.253
0.289
0.309
0.316

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

Note: Baskets of parameter estimates (e.g., related groups of interactions) were sequentially tested and retained if they improved model fit. Each row indicates the
addition of one basket of parameters and tests this specification against the nearest preceding model. The final selected model is presented in bold. LL = log-likelihood;
k = number of parameters, df = degrees of freedom

Fig. 1. Effect of catch outcomes on satisfaction with catch of anglers fishing in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania (MWP) and Lower Saxony (LS), Germany, in diaries
administered in 2006–2007 and 2011–2012, respectively. In each panel, the expected satisfaction equals the sum of contributions for catch outcomes (see eq. 1). For
each panel, all other catch outcomes were held constant at either average values (CPUE and Size of largest fish), zero (proportion of catch harvested), or one (number
of species caught). The range of the x-axis for catch per unit effort and size of the largest caught fish is limited to the observed z-scores for the respective
catch outcome.

the size of the largest fish caught, indicating an exponential relationship
between fish size and catch satisfaction. This finding supported H2, as
we expected anglers to evaluate trophy fish as a rare and valuable good.
Furthermore, increasing trip deprivation of catch moderated the rela
tionship between certain catch outcomes and catch satisfaction. Spe
cifically, with increasing catch-deprivation and when controlling for
angler specialization, the effects of CPUE and size of the largest fish
caught on catch satisfaction declined, providing a directional result to
the non-directional hypothesis and suggesting that catch-deprived an
glers reduced their reliance on catch for the assessment of catch satis
faction at the trip level. Third, we found support for H4 in that angler
specialization moderated the relationship between catch outcomes and
angler satisfaction (Fig. 2). Finally, in support of H5, the effect of all four
catch outcomes on catch satisfaction were higher in the LS fishery with
generally lower catch outcomes (Fig. 1), possibly indicating higher, and
often unmet, expectations of anglers in areas with high average catch
outcomes (in our case MWP).

number of species caught, indicating that each additional species caught
or an increase in the proportion of harvested fish generated less and less
satisfaction in anglers. By contrast, the size of the largest fish scaled
exponentially with catch satisfaction (i.e., each additional unit (cm) of
the largest fish in the catch increased the catch satisfaction by anglers).
Consistent with catching large (trophy) fish being valued as a rare event,
size scales exponentially with catch satisfaction. Conversely, other catch
outcomes provided diminishing returns on catch satisfaction as in
creases in these outcomes did not create rare events but rather extended
an already satisfactory outcome. Furthermore, catch outcomes such as
catch rate and proportion of catch harvested may be affected by bag
limits, which vary by species and region. Harvest-oriented anglers,
interested in keeping fish, will not receive the same utility from each
additional fish compared to those less interested in harvest.
Nonlinearity in the relationships between catch outcomes and catch
satisfaction has important implications for managing recreational fish
eries. A diminishing marginal return of catch rates suggests managers
might seek to identify catch-satisfaction thresholds, where catch rates
start to contribute less to angler satisfaction (Patterson and Sullivan,
2013). If anglers receive diminished catch satisfaction from increasing
catch rates, allocating resources towards improving other fishery char
acteristics, such as the size of fish in the catch, could be a better man
agement strategy. Also, research in economics has shown that many
individuals search for thresholds rather than optimal conditions when
choosing an experience such as accepting catch rates at a certain level
(Caplin et al., 2011; Simon, 1955). This selection approach is known as
“satisficing” and further demonstrates that catch thresholds could be an
appropriate management strategy. Satisficing individuals search
sequentially through available options until reaching a satisfactory
choice and then stop searching. In terms of recreational fisheries, anglers

4.1. Linearity vs. non-linearity
Catch per unit effort, the size of the largest fish, the proportion of
catch harvested, and the number of species caught were all important
predictors of catch satisfaction (Table 3), consistent with past research
(as synthesized by Birdsong et al., 2021). Furthermore, similar to most
other research that tested the linearity of catch rate with either satis
faction or utility (Arlinghaus et al., 2014, 2020; Beardmore et al., 2015;
Carter and Liese, 2012; Hindsley et al., 2011; Lawrence, 2005; Patterson
and Sullivan, 2013), we found a diminishing marginal return for the
satisfaction importance with increasing CPUE. We also found dimin
ishing returns on the proportion of the catch that was harvested and the
9
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Fig. 2. Effect of catch outcomes on satisfaction across subdimensions of specialization, with catch of anglers fishing in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania (MWP) and
Lower Saxony (LS), Germany, in diaries administered in 2006–2007 and 2011–2012, respectively. In each panel, the expected satisfaction equals the sum of con
tributions for catch outcomes (see eq. 1). For each panel, all other catch outcomes were held constant at either average values (CPUE and Size of largest fish), zero
(proportion of catch harvested), or one (number of species caught). The range of the x-axis for CPUE and Size of the largest caught fish is limited to the observed zscores for the respective catch outcome.

may not choose the most optimal locations to fish (i.e., with the most
promise for high catch rates), but locations that provide adequate or
“satisficing” opportunities for catch. A management focus ignoring catch
rate thresholds would also likely provide a disproportionately benefit to
higher-skilled anglers because a few anglers are responsible for most of
the catch in a given recreational fishery (Baccante, 1995). Thus, a
disproportionate amount of the benefits associated with improvements
to catch rates would fall to these higher-skilled anglers (Seekell, 2011).
Conversely, the exponential relationship between catch satisfaction and
size suggests that fisheries managers could divert resources from catch
rate improvements into size improvements. Improving the size of fish
would necessitate strong controls on effort and generally caps on fishing
mortality to increase fish size because declining average size and loss of
trophy fish is a standard effect of increasing fishing mortality in fisheries
(Ahrens et al., 2020).

4.2. Catch
Catch is a fundamental component of fishing, and it encompasses
multiple dimensions such as catch rate, trophy catch, harvest, and spe
cies diversity, which differ in importance by angler type and fishery
(Anderson et al., 2007; Beardmore et al., 2015; Birdsong et al., 2021;
Dabrowksa et al., 2017; Dorow et al., 2010). Catching fish more
generally can provide psychological excitement to anglers, affirm their
skills and identity as an angler (Brower, 2005), and give them experi
ences they can share with other anglers. Catching fish provides benefits
beyond harvest, as evident from the existence of voluntary catch and
release practices in many fisheries (e.g., Myers et al., 2008; Danylchuk
et al., 2007). Some fisheries, such as Atlantic cod, provide both utility
from harvest and from release, although in this fishery, the harvest
contribution seems more important (Lee et al., 2017). For an angler,
harvesting fish provides a multitude of benefits including physiological
(Cooke et al., 2018), cultural (Olaussen, 2016), and educational (Tidball
et al., 2013). Indeed, harvested fish are more valuable to certain anglers
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or cultures than released fish (Askey et al., 2013; Olaussen, 2016).
Furthermore, the number of species that an angler catches on a trip
influences angler satisfaction in our and related work (e.g., Beardmore
et al., 2015). Greater species diversity provides anglers with increased
satisfaction as variety in experience is generally appreciated (Galak
et al., 2011), and gives anglers the opportunity for more diverse fishing
experiences.

Beardmore et al. (2015), who used a subset of the data presented here
for MWP anglers. Specifically, the effect of proportion of catch harvested
on catch satisfaction decreased with increasing centrality to lifestyle,
reflecting the previous finding that anglers with higher centrality are
more release oriented (Arlinghaus et al., 2007; Chipman and Helfrich,
1988; Ditton et al., 1992; S. G. Sutton and Ditton, 2001). However, this
general relationship does not hold for all angler populations and species
(Sutton, 2003). Moreover, the effect of the size of the largest fish caught
on catch satisfaction decreased with increasing self-perceived skill of the
angler, while the effect of all other catch outcomes on catch satisfaction
increased with increasing self-perceived skill of the angler. Perhaps
higher-skilled anglers hold higher expectations for size and therefore,
are less satisfied with a given size outcome. However, this tenet would
not explain why all other catch outcomes appeared to be more important
for skilled anglers. Perhaps higher self-perceived skill is related to a
higher level of ego-involvement (i.e., anglers with higher egos inflate
their skill levels), and research shows there is a tendency for individuals
with high ego-involvement in an activity to place greater emphasis on all
elements of that activity (i.e., placing greater importance on catch)(Selin
and Howard, 1988). Anglers with higher behavioural commitment (i.e.,
took more trips in the diary) received less catch satisfaction from catch
rates and proportion of catch harvested, supporting previous findings
that more specialized anglers appear to be more trophy-focused (Bryan,
1977; Hutt and Bettoli, 2007; Siemer and Brown, 1994). Anglers with
high behavioural commitment, taking many trips, probably experience
diminishing marginal returns on satisfaction on a larger temporal scale,
which would agree with our previous finding that catching large fish is a
rare experience that does not provide diminishing returns, also indi
rectly supporting previous findings that more specialized anglers are
more trophy focused (Bryan, 1977; Hutt and Bettoli, 2007; Siemer and
Brown, 1994). Ultimately, it is important to consider all three sub
dimensions of specialization as proposed by Scott & Schafer (2001), as
well as other concepts such as involvement (Kyle et al., 2007), and to
continue accounting for angler heterogeneity when managing recrea
tional fisheries (Johnston et al., 2010, 2013, 2015).

4.3. Catch deprivation
In our primary model (Table 3), catch deprivation inconsistently and
only moderately influenced the relationship between species diversity
and catch satisfaction, with increasing deprivation (i.e., increasing
number of trips without catch) being related to a larger effect size of
species diversity on catch satisfaction. However, in our specialization
subset model (Table 4), which accounted for angler specialization, the
effects of CPUE and size of the largest fish caught on catch satisfaction
declined with increasing levels of catch deprivation. Thus, catchdeprived anglers seemed not to increase the saliency of catch out
comes but instead reduced them. Finn and Loomis (2001) reported that
catch deprivation increases the motivation to catch fish (i.e., one goes
fishing to catch fish), but this does not mean that expectation to catch
fish shift, with expectations (not motives per se) being primarily rele
vant for determining satisfaction. Our work suggests that catch-deprived
anglers may in fact become less dependent on catch outcomes for
meeting catch satisfaction, as a way of protecting their satisfaction with
the trip and avoiding feelings of dissonance, which would be a form of
self-rationalization (Kyle et al., 2022; Miller and McCool, 2003; Shelby
et al., 1988). To understand this fully, future research would need to
repeatedly measure catch expectations and motives for catch and
non-catch components of fishing and how they change with
catch-deprivation, which was beyond the scope of our work.
Not only was catch deprivation a moderator of the relationship be
tween catch outcomes and catch satisfaction, but it had a direct effect on
catch satisfaction. Specifically, the number of trips since catching a fish
had a negative effect on catch satisfaction. As the number of trips
without catch increases, it likely becomes more difficult for the angler to
self-rationalize their lack of success such as blaming it on poor fishing
conditions (Shelby et al., 1988). Therefore, the lack of success by an
angler may start to threaten their angler identity creating the unpleasant
experience of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) and motivate
coping behaviours (Heberlein and Shelby, 1977; Miller and McCool,
2003; Shelby et al., 1988). Therefore, catch deprivation should be of
concern to fisheries managers, as it can result in changes to angler
preferences (i.e., increased stocking, Arlinghaus and Mehner, 2005;
Schroeder et al., 2018) or the loss of participation (Cox et al., 2003).
However, as mentioned above, we do not really know the plasticity of an
angler’s expectations. Therefore, it is unclear how a lack of catch would
influence an angler over a greater period, such as multiple years of
lower-than-expected catch.

4.5. Consumption and catch orientation
Much diversity exists within an angler population such as the
importance anglers place on catching (e.g., Lupi et al., 2003) and har
vesting fish (e.g., Haab et al., 2012; Lew & Larson 2014). Similar to how
specialization can influence angler expectations and therefore influence
catch satisfaction, so can attitudes towards catching and consuming fish
(Fedler and Ditton, 1986; Kyle et al., 2007). We expected that anglers
with higher consumption orientation would receive more satisfaction
from a higher proportion of caught fish that were harvested and fish size
(e.g., Carlin et al., 2012; Hutt et al., 2013). However, no support was
found for these expectations. Instead, the effect of size of the largest fish
caught increased with increasing consumptive orientation, possibly
because of the consumptive practicality of catching larger fish for dinner
or because catching large fish is a particularly rare event for this angler
group. Furthermore, with increasing consumption-orientation, the effect
of species diversity on catch satisfaction decreased. Consumptive
orientation can be species-specific (Schroeder and Fulton, 2013), with
anglers likely having a preferred species to consume (Dorow and
Arlinghaus, 2012), and therefore receiving less satisfaction from species
diversity. With increasing catch orientation, the effect of the size of the
largest fish caught on catch satisfaction increased while the effect of the
proportion of catch harvested decreased. These findings indicate that
anglers with a higher catch orientation receive particularly large bene
fits from the catch of large fish and do not necessarily benefit from
consuming fish.

4.4. Specialization
We used the three subdimensions of angler specialization (Bryan,
1977) to account for the potential differences across angler types; cen
trality to lifestyle (Kim et al., 1997), skill, and behavioural commitment
in the determinants of catch satisfaction. As satisfaction is theorized as
the difference between expectations and the actual experience (Burns
et al., 2003: Schreyer and Roggenbuck, 1978), and different angler types
likely have different expectations for catch (Spencer and Spangler,
1992), we expected specialization to moderate the importance of catch
outcomes towards catch satisfaction (e.g., Beardmore et al., 2015).
Therefore, we developed a general hypothesis that the importance of
catch outcomes will be moderated by each of the three subdimensions of
angler specialization. All three sub-dimensions of specialization yielded
significant interactions in our model, enhancing previous findings by

4.6. Number of species targeted
The number of species targeted was an important consideration for
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angler satisfaction. We found that with increasing number of species
targeted, the effects of catch rate and the size of the largest fish caught
on catch satisfaction decreased. A possible interpretation of this finding
is that there exists a relationship between being a generalist angler that
enjoys the benefits of catch diversity and being less attached to specific
catch outcomes. Also, we found that the number of species targeted had
a negative relationship with catch satisfaction, all else being equal.

often decentralized, with clubs managing small water areas. It is the
opposite in East Germany, with associations managing large water areas
with a centralized approach (Daedlow et al., 2011). This difference in
management styles creates inherent differences. Decentralized fisheries
employ “property rights,” where rights to waterbodies are assigned to
individuals or groups of people such as angling clubs (Demsetz, 1967;
Libecap, 1989). In such small-scale property rights regimes, it is easier to
control angling effort, foster traditional ecological knowledge, develop
an emotional attachment to local fisheries, foster communication be
tween managers and anglers, and enforce rule compliance (Daedlow
et al., 2011). These characteristics may create a more satisfactory fishing
environment because LS anglers are fishing “their” waters. By contrast,
the waters in MWP are open to many anglers, also non-local residents,
which might lead to a diminished sense of “ownership” of local resources
and generally lower fishing satisfaction. However, we recommend
caution as we have not studied a causal relationship between catch
satisfaction and these fishery characteristics. Rather, we are noting an
association between them. It is also possible that other undetected dif
ferences between the two fisheries, such as access, licensing costs, reg
ulations or past cultural upbringing in two political climates, can explain
why LS anglers were more satisfied in our model. For example, we know
that congestion has a negative impact on catch satisfaction (Beardmore
et al., 2015; Birdsong et al., 2021), but we could not account for
congestion at the trip level in both fisheries, so its impact here remains
unaccounted for. Furthermore, as our samples from both fisheries were
not collected during the same year, the differences between the fisheries
could relate to changes over time.
The open regional context of fishing in MWP would theoretically
provide MWP anglers with more perceived freedom over their fishing
options (Siegenthaler, 2000) than the club-controlled LS anglers
(Daedlow et al., 2011). Individuals with more perceived freedom of
recreation experiences tend to show higher levels of competency, locus
of control, and internal motivation (Janke et al., 2010). While there is
research showing a positive association between perceived freedom and
increased motivation, there exists a negative association between
perceived freedom and subsequent satisfaction (Botti and lyengar,
2004). In fact, the psychological concept of choice overload (Chernev
et al., 2015; Diehl and Poynor, 2010), wherein too many options can
reduce confidence in having made a good decision (Chernev, 2003), or
increase the levels of post-decision regret (Gourville and Soman, 2005),
suggests that perceived freedom may exacerbate dissatisfaction. One can
imagine this effect taking place in recreational fisheries. For instance, if
an angler does not catch fish, they may be more dissatisfied with their
experience if they had more options in their initial choice due to a sense
of increased opportunity cost, such as would be the case in MWP.
Although perceived freedom and choice overload seem to be competing
concepts, they are two sides of the same. Perceived freedom allows the
angler to take more ownership of their fishing success, for better (i.e.,
increased motivation) or for worse (i.e., post-decision regret). In terms
of catch, this would lead to anglers placing more importance on catch
outcomes, which could explain why we found catch outcomes to
contribute more to catch satisfaction in MWP.
Other interpretations for the consistently lower satisfaction of MWP
anglers compared to LS anglers might reside outside of the angling
environment in higher-order socio-economic and ultimately cultural
differences among West and East Germany (Riepe and Arlinghaus,
2021). Our result of lower catch satisfaction in MWP compared to LS
aligns with previous research finding that East Germans have lower life
satisfaction and lower satisfaction with recreational opportunities than
their counterparts in West Germany (Biermann and Welsch, 2021;
Mollenkopf and Kaspar, 2005). Leisure has been known to have an in
tegral role in psychological well-being and life satisfaction (Newman
et al., 2014), but it is not known what role life satisfaction could have in
leisure satisfaction, specifically, in the catch satisfaction of anglers.
Biermann and Welsch (2021) found that the difference in life satisfac
tion between West and East Germans can largely be explained by a

4.7. Season
The importance of catch outcomes changed throughout the seasons.
There are many potential mechanisms that can help explain this result
(e.g., temperature, precipitation, hydrological changes). Hydrological
changes or bioproduction during summer can increase sediment loading
or algal densities, leading to higher turbidity, increasing fish reaction
distance to prey (Mazur and Beauchamp, 2003; Vogel and Beauchamp,
1999), and lowering feeding rates in visually foraging fish (Rowe et al.,
2003). Precipitation runoff can reduce fish activity and swimming speed
in rivers by creating high flow conditions (Larranaga et al., 2018).
Increasing thunderstorms due to climate change or seasonal variation
may reduce the catchability of some species (Golden et al., 2021), and
there are general seasonal patterns in catchability in different species
(Margenau et al., 2003). Most importantly for angler satisfaction, catch
outcomes (Castonguay and Cyr, 1998; Stoner and Sturm, 2004; van
Poorten and Post, 2005), and therefore expectations of catch also will
change with the season. For example, there is a general belief that fish
bite better in higher water temperatures (with the exception of cool
water fish such as pike; Kuparinen et al., 2010), therefore raising angler
expectations during the spring and summer without a corresponding rise
in catch could lead to dissatisfaction. The effects of catch rates and
proportion of catch harvested on catch satisfaction were indeed greater
during the spring and summer than during the fall and winter.
Contrarily, the effect of size of the largest fish caught on catch satis
faction was greater during these colder seasons. Perhaps anglers are
compensating for lower expected catch rates by hoping to catch larger
fish. Furthermore, there are likely season variations in congestion with
other anglers and other recreationists. We found mixed results for a main
effect of season on angler satisfaction, with a significant effect in our
specialization subset model but an insignificant effect in our primary
model. Theoretically, it is not surprising that season does not have a
large effect on angler satisfaction at the trip level as the anglers are able
to adjust for seasonal factors by varying participation or adjusting ex
pectations. Simply put, if the weather is poor, an angler can choose not
to fish or match expectations to prevailing conditions, in line with past
experiences. Also, rationalization might happen as anglers generally
expect less in “difficult periods,” such as during winter for most species.
4.8. Fishery context
We hypothesized that LS anglers would be more satisfied with a
given catch outcome because catch is a relatively scarce resource in LS
compared to MWP. Indeed, anglers in LS were more satisfied with a
given catch outcome (Fig. 1), while also finding that catch rate, size of
largest fish, the proportion of catch harvested, and the number of species
caught were all less important to anglers in LS (Table 3). Put simply,
although catch outcomes contributed more to angler satisfaction with
catch in MWP, LS anglers were more satisfied with a given outcome. One
possible explanation for this finding is that LS anglers are conditioned to
experience lower catch rates, are less catch-dependent, or framed
differently, that the higher average catch outcomes in MWP have
increased expectations for catch, lowering realized satisfaction for the
same catch outcome relative to LS anglers.
There are also many social-ecological differences between these two
fisheries, and it is possible that these differences were also associated
with the differences in catch satisfaction. In West Germany, the man
agement of inland recreational fisheries, like our sample from LS, is
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difference in general attitudes and socialization in East and West Ger
many. A fundamental difference in attitudes between LS and MWP an
glers could help to explain our finding of a cultural effect on angler
satisfaction, where LS anglers are simply more satisfied generally, with
life as well as catch. This attitudinal difference would suggest that angler
satisfaction is partly outside of the control of fisheries managers and
suggests the need for region-specific assessments and management. Or
put differently, it is not possible to infer the satisfaction of anglers based
on characteristics such as catch rates or centrality to lifestyle alone as
different subpopulations of anglers are also affected by the wider
social-ecological contexts in which anglers live and expectations
develop.

the work reported in this paper.
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5. Conclusions and implications
Generally, catch rate, the size of the largest fish caught, harvest
opportunity, and species diversity are critical to catch satisfaction in all
recreational fisheries. We add to this literature by presenting empirical
evidence from two German fisheries. However, our findings of dimin
ishing marginal returns on catch rates, harvest, and species diversity
suggest that managers may not benefit from tailoring their attention to
maximizing catch rates. Instead, using catch rate thresholds as man
agement objectives might be more promising to optimize satisfaction
from these catch outcomes. Such an approach, however, is likely to be
species-specific as different species offer different catch rates. Moreover,
providing harvest opportunities and multiple species seems also
important. Further benefits can be achieved by placing more emphasis
on managing fish sizes in the catch using tight harvest regulations and
effort controls due to the exponential relationship of between size of fish
and catch satisfaction. Clearly, there are biological limits to the pro
duction of large fish, and high effort limits to control fishing mortality
will come at the cost of reduced access to fisheries. Moreover, intensive
fisheries under complete catch-and-release, which is an extreme form of
reducing fishing mortality, will lead to erosion of catchability in the long
term (Arlinghaus et al., 2017) and may also negatively influene
maximum fish sizes due to density-dependent growth (Ahrens et al.,
2020). Therefore, managing angler satisfaction will remain a consider
able challenge to managers, especially considering our finding of
consistent regional differences within Germany even after controlling
for the most salient catch outcomes. Thus, a final implication is that
angler satisfaction might also, to some degree, be outside of the direct
control of fishery management and be affected by general cultural
norms. Therefore, it is important to make fishery-specific decisions
rather than employing a one size fits all approach to management and
assuming what you have learned in one region of a nation automatically
applies in another. While the general rules (e.g., catch rate-satisfaction
relationship) might apply, the average angler satisfaction level and
how anglers respond to intervention will be context-specific to some
degree. Local studies are ultimately important to capture such dynamics.
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